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Delta Industrial explains that

GETTING THE JOB DONE  
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE  
DOESN’T MEAN SACRIFICING SAFETY

April, 2018:

When Newman Technology, Inc. decided to add an 80,000 square foot addition to their current operating facility in 

2017, they turned to the experts at Delta Industrial to install the building foundations and slab on grade. After a job well 

done, Delta was brought back to install foundations for Newman’s new 400-ton, 600-ton, and 2000-ton presses. This 

was no easy feat. Delta had to work with varying subgrade soil conditions, while also tying into existing scrap tunnels. 

They drilled through soil/rock for H-pile and wood lagging 

earth retention, and utilized specialty equipment for the 

demolition and excavation of rock subgrade. Once shoring 

and excavation was complete, they safely and efficiently 

saw cut and removed existing scrap tunnel walls to tie 

in the new press foundations. During the construction 

process, they also installed and maintained a temporary 

air ventilation duct work system to protect the workers 

from any potential harmful fumes, debris, and dust. The 

end result? A project done ahead of schedule tailored 

to match existing foundations, centerlines, and scrap 

conveyor tunnels.

About Delta Industrial:

Delta Industrial is a “design-build” specialist, offering a variety of professional contracting services, including machine 

foundations, press pit foundations, slitting line foundations, general building maintenance & construction, concrete flatwork 

and steel fabrication & construction. With the diversity of construction knowledge that Delta brings to the job site, it quite 

simply GUARANTEES success in all facets of the project, regardless of the scope of work. From concept through design to 

finished product, Delta provides in-house services to accommodate all of your industrial contracting needs.


